Discovery of periodic maser emission was an unexpected result from monitoring observations of methanol transitions in high-mass young stellar objects. We report on the detection of five new periodic sources from a monitoring program with the Torun 32 m telescope. Variability with a period of 149 to 540 d and different patterns from sinusoidal-like to intermittent was displayed. Three dimensional structure of G59.633−0.192 determined from the time delays of burst peaks of the spectral features and high angular resolution map implies that the emission traces a disk. For this source the 6.7 GHz light curve followed the infrared variability supporting a radiative scheme of pumping. An unusual time delay of ∼80 d occurred in G30.400−0.296 could not be explained by the light travel time and may suggest a strong differentiation of physical conditions and excitation in this deeply embedded source. Our observations suggest the intermittent variability may present a simple response of maser medium to the underlying variability induced by the accretion luminosity while other variability patterns may reflect more complex changes in the physical conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The 6.7 GHz methanol maser line is widely recognised tracer of high-mass young stellar objects (HMYSOs) (Pandian et al. 2007; Caswell et al. 2010 Caswell et al. , 2011 Green et al. 2010 Green et al. , 2012b Green et al. , 2017 Szymczak et al. 2012; Breen et al. 2015) . Diverse morphologies of the maser emission from linear and arc-like to core-halo and complex have been observed in several surveys using Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) (Minier et al. 2000; Dodson et al. 2004; Bartkiewicz et al. 2009 Bartkiewicz et al. , 2016 Surcis et al. 2015) . The maser emission of typical size of ∼1000 au Sarniak et al. 2018) can arise in outer parts of the circumstellar disc, in the interface between the disc and envelope or in outflows (Sanna et al. 2010 (Sanna et al. , 2017 Goddi et al. 2011; Moscadelli et al. 2011) . Theoretical prediction of radiative pumping by mid-infrared photons from dust grains (Cragg et al. 2005; Nesterenok 2016 ) appears to be strongly supported by recent observations of synchronized flares of the maser and infrared emissions in two HMYSOs Hunter et al. 2018 ).
Long-term observations revealed that many 6.7 GHz maser sources are variable on various timescales and magnitudes (Goedhart et al. 2004; Szymczak et al. 2018) . One of the unexpected results was detection of periodic variability in a number of HMYSOs (Goedhart et al. 2003 (Goedhart et al. , 2005 (Goedhart et al. , 2009 (Goedhart et al. , 2014 Szymczak et al. 2011 Szymczak et al. , 2015 Szymczak et al. , 2016 Fujisawa et al. 2014a; Maswanganye et al. 2015 Maswanganye et al. , 2016 Sugiyama et al. 2017) . The flux density changes with periods from 24 to 600 d are seen either for certain parts of the spectrum or all spectral features, sometimes with phase-lags in flare peaks between individual features (Goedhart et al. 2004 (Goedhart et al. , 2014 Fujisawa et al. 2014a; Szymczak et al. 2016) . Periodic variations are also observed in the 12.2 GHz methanol and 4.8 GHz formaldehyde maser lines (Goedhart et al. 2014; Araya et al. 2010 ). Periodic and anti-correlated variations in the flux density of the 6.7 GHz methanol and 22 GHz water vapour maser lines were found in G107.293+5.639 ).
Several scenarios have been proposed to explain periodic behaviour of the methanol masers (Araya et al. 2010; van der Walt 2011; Inayoshi et al. 2013; Parfenov & Sobolev 2014) . One group of them relates the observed periodicity with a modulation in the flux of background radiation. van der Walt (2011) proposed a model of colliding wind binary (CWB) where the interaction of energetic stellar winds of a high-mass binary system creates pulses of additional ionizing radiation, which changes the recombination rate and free-free emission flux in the edge of HII region resulting in cyclic variations in the seed photon flux. This model quali-tatively explains the time series of widely different temporal behaviour observed in several sources.
Second group of scenarios interprets the periodic behaviour of methanol masers as a result of changes in the pump rate, which strongly depends on the flux of infrared radiation (e.g. Araya et al. 2010; Inayoshi et al. 2013; Parfenov & Sobolev 2014) . The infrared radation field could be influenced by periodic variations of the stellar luminosity caused by stellar pulsation. Recent calculations showed that a HMYSO in the phase of rapid accretion with rates greater than 10 −3 M yr −1 becomes pulsationally unstable due to κ mechanism within the He ionization layer, with periods from tens to hundreds of days depending on the accretion rate (Inayoshi et al. 2013) . The flux of infrared emission could be modulated by pulsed accretion of circumbinary disc material in a young binary system (Araya et al. 2010) . From recent numerical simulations it is evident that accretion rates display time variability as a function of the stellar mass ratio and orbital eccentricity of the system (e.g. Artymowicz & Lubow 1996; Muñoz & Lai 2016) . Parfenov & Sobolev (2014) proposed the dust temperature variations in the circumbinary accretion disc due to rotation of two spiral shock waves formed in a binary system. Hot and dense gas in those shocks can illuminate parts of the disc altering the pumping conditions. Rajabi & Houde (2017) suggested that periodic and seemingly alternating periodic flares in the methanol and water maser lines in G107.298+5.639 can be explained within the context of superradiance theory.
It is intriguing that among about 20 periodic masers known so far the majority have periods longer than 100 d (Fujisawa et al. 2014a; Szymczak et al. 2015) ; there are only four sources with periods ranging from 23.9 to 53 d (Goedhart et al. 2009; Fujisawa et al. 2014a; Sugiyama et al. 2015 Sugiyama et al. , 2017 . The aforementioned models do not exclude the occurrence of short period sources, one might consider this as observational bias since most of the monitoring observations have relatively sparse sampling with intervals of a few weeks to a month. In this paper we report on monitoring focused on detecting periodic variations in the 6.7 GHz flux density shorter than 40 d. We also add the results of search for periodic masers in the sample reported by Szymczak et al. (2018) using new and archival observations.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Sample
A sample of 6.7 GHz methanol masers was drawn primarily from the Torun methanol source catalogue (Szymczak et al. 2012) . Fifty-eight sources with δ > −10
• which were not observed in the 2009-2013 monitoring program were selected. These are objects where the peak flux densities are typically lower than 10 Jy. We also included 28 sources from high sensitivity surveys (Pandian et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2008; Green et al. 2012a; Olmi et al. 2014) where the peak flux densities are typically lower than 1 Jy. A total of 86 targets were observed (Table. A1) between July 2014 and January 2015 using the 32 m radio telescope.
Archival data from our long-term monitoring program were carefully inspected for periodicity using two independent methods (Sect.2.3). Three previously overlooked periodic sources were identified; for two of them, G30.400−0.296 and G33.641−0.228, the observations were continued after February 2013 while observations of G24.148−0.009 resumed since April 2016.
Single-dish monitoring
The observations were carried out using the Torun 32 m radio telescope equipped with an autocorrelator spectrometer with 16384 spectral channels split into four banks. We employed a bandwidth of 4 MHz yielding a velocity resolution of 0.09 km s −1 after Hanning smoothing. The antenna beam size at FWHM was 5. 8 at the rest frequency of 6668.519 MHz. The system temperature was typically around 50 K before May 2015 and 30 K afterward. The receiving system was regularly calibrated by observing the strong continuum source 3C123 (Perley & Butler 2013) and daily variations of sensitivity were measured by observations of the maser source G32.745−0.076, in which some features have varied by less than 5 per cent over a timescale of several years. The flux calibration uncertainty is estimated to be about 10 per cent (Szymczak et al. 2014) . Typical observation consisted of 30 scans of 30 s duration acquired in frequency switching mode. A typical 3σ noise level in the final spectra was ∼0.9 Jy after averaging over the two orthogonal polarizations and time.
The sample (Sect.2.1) was divided into small groups of objects which allowed us to monitor each target every 5-8 days at least for four weeks. The data were systematically inspected and if the flux density of any spectral feature changed by more than 20 per cent a source was scheduled for further observations in order to determine the variability pattern. New periodic sources were monitored until September 2017.
Data analysis
We searched for significant periodicities using the LombScargle (LS) periodogram, a Fourier analysis technique for unevenly spaced data with noise (Scargle 1982; Press et al. 1992) as implemented in the VARTOOLS software package (Hartman & Bakos 2016) . We also used Analysis of Variance (AoV) period search (Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1989; Devor 2005) to compare and confirm the results of LS analysis. For sources suspected as periodic from visual inspection of the data, LS and AoV methods were applied as follows: any non periodic long-term trends were removed from the light curve by the polynomial fitting to the points in quiescent phase, preliminary LS periodogram was calculated and the amplitude of individual flares was normalized, then the LS periodogram and AoV and their significance were calculated. Finally the light curves were epoch folded to verify the frequencies found from the LS periodogram. To check for correctness of this method two well known periodic sources G107.298+5.639 and G25.411+0.105 were included in the sample. The period uncertainty was estimated by fitting a Gaussian function to the LS peak and calculating its half width at half maximum (HWHM, Goedhart et al. 2014) .
Flare profile analysis was carried out by fitting the normalized light curve with a power function: S(t) = A s(t) + C, where A and C are constants and s(t) = [bcos(ωt + φ)/(1 − f )sin(ωt + φ))] + a, b is the amplitude relative to mean value a, ω = 2π/P , where P is the period, φ is the phase and f is the asymmetry parameter defined as the rise time from the minimum to the maximum flux, divided by the period (Szymczak et al. 2011 (Szymczak et al. , 2015 . Time delays between the flare peaks of spectral features were estimated by calculating the discrete correlation function (DCF, Edelson & Krolik 1988) .
EVN observations
G59.633−0.192 was observed at 6.7 GHz with the European VLBI Network (EVN) on 2016 December 6 in phasereferencing mode with J1946+2300 as the phase-calibrator with a switching cycle of 195 s on the maser and 105 s on the phase-calibrator. Usable data was obtained from Jodrell Bank, Effelsberg, Medicina, Onsala, Torun, Westerbork and Hartebeesthoek radio telescopes. The observation lasted 10 hr with a total on-source time of 5.5 hr. The bandwidth was set to 4 MHz, with 2048 spectral channels this yielded a velocity resolution of 0.089 km s −1 and velocity coverage of 180 km s −1 . The data were correlated with the EVN FX correlator in JIVE with an integration time of 0.25 s. The data reduction followed standard procedures for calibration of spectral line observations using the AIPS package, with the exception that the Effelsberg data were converted from linear to circular polarization using PolConvert software Martí-Vidal et al. (2016) . The source 3C454.3 was used as bandpass calibrator. The phase calibrator was imaged and the flux density of 172 mJy was obtained. Self calibration was performed on the strongest maser component and the solutions were applied to the whole spectral data. The spectral images produced using natural-weighting have FWHM beam of 5.4×3.4 mas with PA = −49
• and one rms noise level was 1.5 mJy beam −1 for emission-free channels. A total astrometric uncertainty of the maser components was about 4 mas considering factors discussed in (Bartkiewicz et al. 2009 ). For G24.148−0.009, G30.400−0.296 and G33.641−0.228 we retrieved archival EVN observations (Bartkiewicz et al., in prep.) and reduced them employing the above mentioned methods. Table 1 gives basic information about the EVN experiments used in the paper. Significant differences in the sensitivity of these observations resulted from the number of antennas employed and on-source integration time.
The criteria used to identify the maser emission and derive its parameters are the same as described in Bartkiewicz et al. (2016) . The maser emission in an individual spectral channel is referred to as a spot. Positions of the methanol spots in all channel maps are determined by fitting a twodimensional Gaussian model. If spots appeared in at least three contiguous channels and coincided in position within less than half of the synthesized beam we referred to them as maser cloudlets. Parameters of maser clouds are calculated by Gaussian fitting to the velocity-flux density relation. Table A1 lists 86 targets searched for short-period variations in the 6.7 GHz line flux density. Two periodic sources, G59.633−0.192 and G108.76−0.99, were detected. Close scrutiny of archival and recently published data ) revealed periodic variability in G24.148−0.009 and G30.400−0.296 and quasi-periodic behaviour in G33.641−0.228. The last source displayed periodic variations before MJD ∼57400.
RESULTS
Averaged spectra of these sources are shown in Fig Table. 2.
time-scale of variability FWHM of the flare and the ratio of rise to decay time of the flare, R rd , are presented in Table 2 . Here, the relative amplitude is defined as (Smax−Smin)/Smin, where Smax and Smin are the maximum and minimum flux density, respectively. Figures B1 -B5 present the dynamic spectra of the five periodic sources. G24.148−0.009. The emission in the velocity range of 16 to 18 km s −1 displayed regular flares with low relative amplitude of ∼ 0.7 before the gap in the observations. After resuming the monitoring this emission showed variations with relative amplitude less than 0.3. The +19.17 km s −1 feature exhibited clear periodic flares throughout the whole observation interval. Its flare profile was asymmetric with R rd =1.6 and FWHM of 55.6 d (Table 2) , while the relative amplitude increased from 0.7 to 1.5 over the monitoring intervals. This feature also displayed an exponential increase of flux density in the minima. The average period is 183 ± 5 d (Table 2, Figs. 3, 4 and B1) . For the strongest blended features near +17.5 km s −1 we have obtained similar values of periodicity. Their low amplitude of flares and sparse sampling make it difficult to reliably estimate the other parameters.
The EVN observation was carried out 31 d before the start of our monitoring (Table 1) . Extrapolation of the light curve for that epoch suggests that the source attained a minimum with a faint flux density at +19.17 km s −1 . The map shows a linear distribution of the maser components of size ∼ 30 mas (Fig. 7) , very similar to that observed three years earlier (Bartkiewicz et al. 2009 ). For the adopted far kinematic distance of 13.5 kpc ) the linear size of the region showing periodic variations is ∼350 au.
G30.400−0.296. JVLA observations (Hu et al. 2016) show that there are three distinct sources in the beam of the 32 m telescope. The emission in the velocity range of +102.4 to +104.7 km s −1 (Fig. 1) is blended with that coming from G30.378−0.295 and G30.419−0.232, hence it is omitted in the following analysis. We note that a mid-velocity of the methanol spectrum near+101.7 km s −1 is consistent with the systemic velocity +102.2 km s −1 inferred from the C 18 O (3−2) line (Yang et al. 2018) . The features showed variability with a mean period of 222 ± 9 d, while the average flare duration ranged from 95 to 112 d (Table 2, Figs. 3, 4 and B2) . For the feature +105.5 km s −1 the relative amplitude was greater than 11 and in the quiescent state the intensity always dropped below the sensitivity limit. The peak flux density of this feature gradually increased before MJD ∼57020 and then decreased after MJD ∼57140. For the blue-shifted features +98.07, +100.35 km s −1 ) the relative amplitude was much lower (Table 2 ) while the flux density was at 3-6σ level during the minima. There were significant differences in the flare profiles; while those for red-shifted emission (> +104.3 km s −1 ) were almost symmetric with R rd of 0.6-0.9 those for the blue-shifted emission were asymmetric (R rd ≈ 0.2) with evidence for double faint peaks (Table 2, Figs. 3 and 4) . Feature +100.35 km s −1 flared 3.7±2.7 d after the one in +98.07 km s −1 but the redshifted feature +105.00 km s −1 was delayed by 39.6±12.5 d. This red-shifted emission peaked 80.7±24.3 d earlier than the second flare of the blue-shifted emission. The minimum of the red-shifted feature was delayed by 0.4(±0.04)P relative to that of the blue-shifted emission.
New EVN data confirmed that the emission is distributed within a region of 280 × 100 mas and the blueand red-shifted components are clearly separated (Fig. 7) . The components showing the largest delay in the flare peaks are ∼150 mas apart along the position angle 28
• . For the adopted far kinematic distance of 7.2 kpc this separation corresponds to a linear distance of ∼1100 au. EVN observations taken two years earlier (Bartkiewicz et al. 2009 ), near the minimum of the intensity, did not detect the emission at 105.0 km s −1 . This suggests a relative amplitude much greater than that measured in the present study. The overall structure of the emission remained the same at both epochs.
G33.641−0.228. The red-shifted features at +62.60 and +63.13 km s −1 showed evidence for periodic sinusoidallike variations before ∼MJD 57600 (Table 2, Figs. 3, 4 and B3) with superimposed short bursts, the characteristics of which were determined with densely sampled observations (Fujisawa et al. 2012 (Fujisawa et al. , 2014b . The analysis revealed the respective periods of 498 and 534 d, however, these values are uncertain up to 15 per cent as the periodogram indicates (Fig. 3) . The flare profiles of these features are almost symmetric and the relative amplitude is 0.8-0.9. The variability pattern of the emission at velocities lower than +61.2 km s −1 is complex (Figs. 2 and B3 ). The periods derived from LS periodograms range from 586 do 675 d but no Table 2 . Parameters of periodic maser sources. Column 1: short source name. Column 4: peak velocity. Column 5: mean flux density. Column 6: relative amplitude. Column 7: period from L-S periodogram. Column 8: period from AoV. Column 9: timescale of variability. Column 10: ratio of rise to decay time of flare. Column 11: time delay. Estimated errors are shown in parentheses. clear waveform are seen from epoch-folding (Fig. 4) . We conclude that only the red-shifted emission (> +61.2 km s −1 ) exhibits periodic variability in a limited time span. The blueshifted features showed a quasi-periodic behaviour with superimposed irregular bursts which are not correlated with those occurring for the red-shifted emission.
EVN observations were carried one month before the start of the monitoring, when the source was in a quiescent phase. The maser clouds are distributed in an arc-like structure of size < 165 mas without an obvious velocity gradient (Fig. 7) . Its overall morphology is generally the same as observed 6 years earlier (Bartkiewicz et al. 2009 ). The emission with most pronounced periodic variability comes from two groups of maser clouds located ∼120 mas from each other. This corresponds to ∼900 au for the adopted distance of 7.6 kpc . Sizes of these regions are less than 300 au.
G59.633−0.192. All five spectral features showed periodic variations with the mean period of 149 ± 10 d over 8 observed cycles (Table 2, Figs. 3, 4 and B4) . For all except the feature +29.51 km s −1 , flux densities dropped below our sensitivity level, therefore only the lower limits of relative amplitude could be determined. The source has the shortest time scale variability FWHM, amongst here reported periodic masers, which ranges from 16.8 to 30.4 d, i.e. the active phase lasted less than 20 per cent of the period. The strongest feature at +29.51 km s −1 has nearly symmetric flare profile but there were significant differences in R rd from cycle to cycle. For instance, in the cycle with peak around MJD 57275 the feature +25.67 km s −1 had FWHM 10 d shorter than the mean value (Fig. 2) . Analysis of time series with DCF revealed time delays between flares of individual features ranging from ∼5 to ∼10 d (Sect. 4.3.1), which is consistent with the light travel time over +a typical size of a masing region The source was observed with the EVN near the flare peak. The maser cloudlets are distributed in arc-like structures distributed over 500 mas and show clear velocity gradients (Figs. 7, Table A2 ). For the adopted near kinematic distance of 3.5 kpc ) the linear size of the maser region is 1750 au. The masing emission region is comprised of 20 cloudlets and less than 20 per cent of the single dish flux density was recovered for the brightest feature. This implies that the majority of the emission comes from extended regions of low intensity.
G108.76−0.99. All the features showed correlated periodic variations with a mean period of 163 ± 9 d (Table 2, Figs. 3, 4 and B5). The strongest feature at −45.71 km s −1 exhibited a slightly asymmetric flare profile with the mean R rd = 1.2. The mean relative amplitude was 2.9 and the flux density in the quiescent phase gradually increased over the monitoring interval. A faint feature near −56.0 km s −1 synchronously peaked with the major feature during the last observed maximum (Figs. 2 and B5) . 
DISCUSSION
General characteristics
Our survey of 86 targets with median peak flux density of ∼1.3 Jy was sensitive for variability on a 3-4 week timescale with a relative amplitude higher than 0.4, but no short-period source was detected. Instead, two new sources (2 per cent) with periods 149 and 163 d were found and further three periodic objects were uncovered while searching the archival data and follow up observations. Four of the five new sources have a period of between 150 to 220 d, which has been frequently observed in previous surveys (Goedhart Maswanganye et al. 2015 Maswanganye et al. , 2016 Szymczak et al. 2015) . A variety of variability patterns, from sinusoidal-like, sawtooth to intermittent, occurred in the detected objects. The present study increases the total number of known periodic 6.7 GHz methanol maser sources to twenty five. In Table A3 we have collected the variability parameters of the 25 known periodic sources. We also added the bolometric luminosity of the exciting HMYSO that we estimated employing the SED fitter (Robitaille et al. 2007 ) using the photometric data from 3.4µm to 1.1 mm available in public archives as briefly described in Szymczak et al. (2018) . In the case of several variable features in the spectrum we with an estimated median value of 1.9. We did not find any statistically significant correlation between the variability parameters with the exception of significant correlation between the bolometric luminosity of the exciting star and the relative amplitude of the maser variations (Fig. 8) . The maser sources with relatively low variations are associated with HMYSOs of high bolometric luminosity. The sources with the lower limit (>4.7) of relative amplitude have less luminous (< 2 × 10 3 L ) central stars. This finding is consistent with that reported in Szymczak et al. (2018) for another sample of methanol masers; this supports a scenario where the periodic maser activity is closely related to the infrared radiation field provided by a HYMSO which periodically heats up its dusty envelope (Parfenov & Sobolev 2014 ).
G14.23−0.50 and G107.298+5.639 have the lowest bolometric luminosity (≤ 500L ) indicating intermediate mass objects ). They do not fit the periodluminosity relation proposed by Inayoshi et al. (2013) Fig. 2 ) where they assumed that periodic maser variability is the result of stellar pulsation driven by the κ mechanism; both sources appear as outliers to the instability strip in their model. Inayoshi et al.'s model also fails to explain the variability patterns, especially the very short active phase quantified by the ratio of FWHM to the period of less than 0.2 observed in these sources. We propose that the intermittent variability pattern may present an accurate response of the circumstellar medium to the underlying variability in the UV luminosity through changes in the dust temperature. In contrast, other variability patterns may reflect more complex transformations in the physical conditions in response to changes in the stellar luminosity. Therefore, the modelling of the maser time series and flare profiles for discriminating the mechanisms of maser variability may be unreliable. very different (Fig. 4) , (ii) the red-shifted emission at +105.00 km s −1 flared about 40 d after the first peak of the blue-shifted emission at +98.07 and +100.35 km s −1 and ∼80 d before the second peak, (iii) the phase for the minima of the light curve is more stable than the maxima.In Fig. 7 we show that the flare propagates from the south-west cluster of clouds to the north-east one spaced along the major axis of the maser distribution. The projected linear distance of ∼1100 au between these clusters is comparable to a typical size of methanol maser sources (Bartkiewicz et al. 2009 but it is an order of magnitude higher if the delay is interpreted as a light travel time between these two regions.
(their
Similar variability patterns have been reported for two other periodic sources, G25.411+0.105 (Szymczak et al. 2015) and G331.13−0.24 (Goedhart et al. 2014) . The largest time delays between the flare peaks were 45 and 59 d, which correspond to 0.18 and 0.12 phase of the period, respectively. Similar to G30.400−0.296, the blue-shifted features peaked always before the red-shifted ones. Similarities in these observed properties of these three sources suggest a common mechanism of periodic variations which is not consistent with simple models of the changes in the seed photon flux (van der Walt 2011) and pump rate (Araya et al. 2010; Inayoshi et al. 2013; Parfenov & Sobolev 2014) . In G30.400−0.296 widely different values of R rd for the blueand red-shifted features rule out the CWB model, which predicts a fast rise and slow exponential decay in the flux density over the cycle of the periodic flare (van der Walt 2011). Since the spectral structure of the 6.7 GHz emission is symmetrical relative to the systemic velocity, while the red-and blue-shifted features are clearly separated spatially we suggest that the maser emerges from opposing parts of the circumstellar disc or outflow. In the case of an outflow it is unlikely that the gas volumes produced both blueand red-shifted emission flares illuminated by background seed photons due to colliding binary winds. Spiral shocks in a rotating accretion disc or precessing thermal jets have been postulated as sources of variable background radiation (MacLeod & Gaylard 1996; Goedhart et al. 2014) but it is doubtful if they are able to yield very regular changes with a 222 d period. No continuum emission at 6.7 GHz has been found above a 3σ detection level of 0.15 mJy (Hu et al. 2016 ). The infrared counterpart was detected at 70µm but not at 24µm and shorter wavelengths. Spectral energy distribution with a peak at ≤ 160µm implies a bolometric luminosity of a few 10 3 L (Veneziani et al. 2013) . Thus, it is likely that the methanol maser is associated with a deeply embedded young protostar. There is growing observational evidence of an infrared pumping process for the 6.7 GHz methanol transition (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2017; Hunter et al. 2018; Szymczak et al. 2018) ; provided by theoretical models (Sobolev et al. 1997; Cragg et al. 2002 Cragg et al. , 2005 . Periodic changes in the maser optical depth, which depends on the pump rate, and the amplification path (Goldreich & Kwan 1974; Cragg et al. 2002) are likely related to the stellar luminosity variations caused by star pulsation (Inayoshi et al. 2013) or periodic changes in the accretion rate in binary or multiple systems (Araya et al. 2010; Parfenov & Sobolev 2014) . None of these scenarios adequately address the large (2-3 months) phase lags in the time series of the blue-and red-shifted maser features associated with a circumstellar disc of size 1200 au, as well as their different shapes. We note, however, that the phase lag in G30.400−0.296 is of the timescale as the gas heating time (Johnstone et al. 2013) . One can speculate significant differences in the gas density and excitation conditions between the parts emitting blue-and red-shifting features causing different delays in responses to the accretion luminosity variations in binary or high-order multiple systems at very early stages of stellar evolution. In such systems the periodic variations in the maser emission may be a short-lived (≤15 yr) transient event as the modulation of the peak flux density of the +105.00 km s −1 feature may suggest.
4.3 The case of G59.633−0.192
Three-dimensional structure
Having measurements of the time delays between the peak flares of the features and the VLBI map, we searched for the three-dimensional structure of the maser distribution. We assumed a scenario that the periodic variations are triggered by regular changes in the stellar/accretion luminosity causing modulation of the infrared pump rate and the time delays are only due to differences in the photon travel times between the maser clouds as seen by the observer. It is advantageous that each feature in this source spectrum corresponds to well spatially separated groups of cloudlets. We searched for the position of the powering HMYSO by minimizing residuals of the least-square fits of a spherical envelope of radius r to the positions of maser clouds. The maser clouds are located in a layer the plane of which intersects the plane of the sky along a line at position angle 28 ± 4
• and its inclination angle is 76 ± 18
• (Fig. 9) . The maser emission originates from a layer of ∼210 au thickness between radii of 630 and 1200 au from a central HMYSO (Fig. 9) . This result unambiguously indicates that the conditions to maintain the 6.7 GHz maser amplification in the source are retained in a circumstellar disk. Studies of HW2 source in Cep A revealed the prevalence of planar component of velocity of the 6.7 GHz methanol maser clouds (Sanna et al. 2017) which is interpreted as evidence of an accretion disk. Proper motion studies of the source are needed to examine the kinematics of the disk. The normalized velocity-integrated flux density of the 6.7 GHz methanol maser taken over 8 cycles (Fig. 2) are shown. The infrared light curve, recovered using WISE (Wright et al. 2010) and NEOWISE (Mainzer et al. 2011) archives, is normalized to minimum brightness (the right ordinate).
Maser and infrared variability
The recent survey of methanol maser variability has revealed a correlation between the maser and HMYSO luminosity indicating that infrared flux variations may drive maser flares . We have extracted the infrared light curve at 4.5µm from the WISE and NEOWISE archives (Wright et al. 2010; Mainzer et al. 2011) for G59.633−0.192 and compared it with the 6.7 GHz maser light curve. The normalized and folded light curve for the velocity-integrated flux density and that for the 4.5µm emission are shown in Figure 10 . Although the infrared data are relatively scarce it is clear that the 4.5µm emission peaked ∼0.11P earlier than the maser. This supports the scenario of infrared pumping of the 6.7 GHz line (Sobolev et al. 1997; Cragg et al. 2005) .
In the rise phase of the infrared light curve we see a much larger scatter of the flux than in the decay phase. Moreover, there is significant overlapping of the decaying branches of curves at both bands. Obvious jumps in the 4.5µm emission during the rise phase can be due to long term brightening and dimming. Similar jumps were reported for G107 (Stecklum et al. 2018 ). This may cause abnormal behaviour of the maser emission. Indeed, in the third cycle (around MJD 57275) we observed the FWHM a factor of two shorter than the average FWHM for the rest of the cycles where the onset of the burst led by ∼10 d, however each ended at the same time (Fig. 6) . Stecklum et al. (2018) analyzed the available data for G107 and found a close correlation between the maser and infrared variability. The shape of the infrared light curve differs from that of the maser light curve; this is possibly due to the infrared light echo. The correlation of infrared and maser intensities seen in both sources provides support for a scenario that cyclic variations in the accretion luminosity cause the periodicity (Araya et al. 2010; Parfenov & Sobolev 2014 ).
SUMMARY
A search for new periodic 6.7 GHz methanol masers with periods shorter than 30 d was carried out with the Torun 32 m radio telescope. A sample of 86 targets was monitored at high cadence and two new periodic masers were found. Inspection of archival data and follow up observations revealed periodic and quasi-periodic behaviour in three objects. The observed periods range from 149 to 540 d which are similar to those reported in previous studies. No new sources with a period shorter than 30 d have been found. Flare profiles and relative amplitudes varied significantly between cycles and spectral features may reflect different responses of masing regions to the changes in the stellar and/or accretion luminosities and background radiation intensity. The large phase lag of 0.4 of the period in G30.400−0.296 may indicate markedly different excitation conditions between the maser regions of this deeply embedded object.
The measured delays in flare peaks between the spectral features in G59.633−0.192 together with the spatial distribution of maser cloudlets delineate the three dimensional structure of the source. It appeared that the maser emission traces a disc region from 630 to 1200 au from a central HMYSO. For this source we found that the 6.7 GHz methanol maser features flared contemporaneously with the infrared emission. Statistical analysis of the variability parameters of known periodic objects revealed a remarkable correlation between the bolometric luminosity of HMYSO and relative amplitude of maser flares, i.e. high-amplitude periodic masers are powered by less luminous HMYSO. This is consistent with previous findings from another sample ) supporting a role of infrared flux variations in driving the maser flares. Table A1 . 6.7 GHz methanol maser sources searched for short-period variations. Vp and ∆V are the peak velocity and velocity range of the emission, respectively. Sp and S i are the average values of the peak and integrated flux densities, respectively. For non-detections at the 3σ level for Sp is given. Duration of monitoring of each target and average observation cadence are listed. Last column gives reference to the position, Vp and ∆V ; 1. Green et al. (2012a) Figure B1 . Dynamic spectrum of the source G24.148−0.009. The velocity scale is relative to the local standard of rest. The horizontal bars in the left coordinate correspond to the dates of the observed spectra. Figure B3 . continued for G33.641−0.228 Figure B5 . continued for G108.76−0.99
